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ABSTRACT
The requirements for a system have many dependencies that can be expressed in the individual requirements managed in an issue tracker or a requirements management system. However, managing the entire body of requirements taking into account all complex dependencies is not well supported. We describe how a feature model based configurator can be used as a tool to help manage requirements data. Data transfer and constructing the needed requirements model can be carried out automatically by relying on a model generator. We implemented a prototype tool for requirements and release management that utilizes a knowledge-based configurator.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Various kinds of requirement management systems (RMS) are being applied in requirements engineering [11]. Traditional RMS examples include Doors and Polarion. More recently, different issue trackers have become increasingly popular, especially in large-scale, globally distributed open source projects. For example, Linux kernel uses Bugzilla, Homebrew uses Github tracker and Qt uses Jira.

Especially issue trackers primarily support individual requirements throughout various requirements engineering activities, such as requirements documentation, analysis, and management including tracking the status of a requirement. Dependencies such as requires can be expressed in an individual requirement. Advanced analyses over all requirements taking into account the dependencies and properties of the requirements are not well supported. This, despite the fact that dependencies are one of the key concerns that need to be taken into account in requirements prioritization [1, 10, 22] and release planning [2, 21]. In fact, dependencies have not been at the core of the tool support for the requirement engineering activity. Rather, the focus is on a single requirement, its properties, and its life cycle.

Although requirements engineers and product management, especially for a single system, are not directly concerned with software variability management, the context and problems are very similar with the ones that variability management [13, 21] aims to solve. Variability management can address concerns, such as how to take into account the properties of and dependencies between numerous requirements especially in incremental development when several consecutive releases as an incrementally building sequence of product variants are planned. More precisely, variability management aims to capture knowledge of what configurations of systems can be constructed so that the resulting system is meaningful and meets users’ needs. Thus, one essential part of variability management is to capture the dependencies of the system. For instance, if one desired requirement consists of other requirements, or requires another requirement, all need to be selected as a consequence of selecting the desired requirement. In particular, feature modeling has become a well-researched method to manage variability and has been provided with several different analyses to assist in system management [4]. Consequently, variability models can also be seen as what is to be realized – it is not only variability in terms of selecting features but also the meaningful implementation order.

This paper describes how a configurator as a tool can be used to help in requirements engineering and product management. We address specifically release management related to requirements during the development life cycle and over the entire body of requirements. The specific concerns addressed are the management and analysis of dependencies between requirements and their properties. We describe how the requirements of a system under development can be automatically represented using the concepts of a variability model in order to utilize the existing research on variability management. We use a feature model dialect as the concrete variability model. Finally, we describe a prototype service-based system that realizes the concepts and can be used either by integrating to Jira or by dedicated prototype release planner.

2 CONCEPTUAL BASIS
In general, our approach is based on using requirements data stored in an issue tracker (or RMS) and using the constructs of a feature
model to represent this data. For clarity, we use the term requirement model rather than a feature model of the resulting model of requirements.

The concept of a requirement is in general somewhat ambiguous and we adopt a relatively general notion of a requirement: We consider each requirement to be a single, unique entity for a system. A requirement is further characterized as roadmappable, meaning that a requirement is an entity that is decided to be implemented, e.g., in a specific release, or disregarded. For clarity, we presume that each requirement has a separate unique identification (ID), and name. The name (or content) describes the requirement in human-understandable form, often textually.

A requirement is seen as an instance of a requirement type that can define a set of named properties as property-value pairs for the requirements of a system. Archetypical properties include priority, planned release, effort and assignee. A requirement has at least implicitly a status as a property that indicates whether the requirement has been implemented. However, the actual property types are context-dependent [18].

It is possible to structure individual requirements hierarchically. A more general requirement can consist of a set of more detailed requirements that we refer to as a part-of hierarchy. As concrete examples, an epic can consist of a set of user stories, or a user requirement can be refined to a set of technical requirements. A requirement can also have dependencies as relationships beyond the part-of hierarchies to other requirements, such as a requirement requires or excludes another requirement. Industrial studies emphasize the importance of dependencies [15, 24] and taxonomies have been proposed of dependencies [7, 9, 17, 25]. Finally, the dependencies are not only between requirements per se, but also between the properties of requirements. For example, each requirement specifies its planned release as a property value, such as the release is "3", and an dependency can specify that the releases must not be the same for two specific requirements.

The notion of a feature model, similarly as a requirement, is not unambiguous. A feature of a feature model is defined, e.g., as a characteristic of a system that is visible to the end user [14], or a system property that is relevant to some stakeholder and is used to capture commonalities or discriminate among product variants [8]. A feature model is often represented as a graphical feature diagram, but textual feature models also exist. A feature model is a model of features typically organized in a tree-structure. One feature is the root feature and all other features are then the subfeatures of the root or another feature. Additional relationships are expressed by cross-branch constraints of different types, such as requires or excludes. Feature model dialects are not always precise about, e.g., their semantics, such as whether the tree constitutes a part-of or an is-a structure [23]. Despite this, feature models have also been provided with various formalizations [3, 8, 20] including a mapping to constraint programming [5, 6].

A feature model is a variability model roughly meaning that there are optional and alternative features to be selected, and attribute values to be set that are limited by predefined constraints. As variability is resolved, i.e., a product is derived or configured, the result is a configuration. Variability is resolved—often stepwise—by making a set of decisions for variability resolving that we refer to as configuration selections. For instance, an optional feature is selected to be included, or one of the alternatives is selected. A consistent configuration is a configuration in which a set of selections have been made, and none of the rules have been violated. A complete configuration is a consistent configuration in which all necessary selections are made, although there can be still additional selections that can be made or changed, such as adding an optional feature. After making a selection or a set of selections, consequences are typically deduced in order to maintain the configuration consistent or to detect early an inconsistency. For example, when a selected feature requires another feature, the consequence is that both features become selected.

In order to make the connection between requirements and a feature model, we construct a requirements model by using the basic concepts of a feature model, such as sub-feature relations, and constraints. We make a correspondence between requirements and features at the representational level. Although requirements and features are similar and the correspondence is quite intuitive, we are not claiming or making a general similarity-mapping between the concepts of a requirement and feature—in one system requirements and features can actually be the same, in another system not. Rather, we aim at using the concepts of a feature model to represent a set of individual requirements including their dependencies in a requirements model so that the analyses of the model become possible with the analyses developed for feature models.

More specifically, we make each requirement correspond to exactly one feature in a feature model. The properties of a requirement correspond respectively to the attributes of a feature. Different requirement types, such as epics and user stories, can be represented by the respective concept of feature types. In order to make such a mapping, we are required to have a feature model dialect that is conceptually relatively expressive supporting, e.g., subtyping and attributes.

The part-of (or consist of) relationships of requirements constitute the tree hierarchy, thus being alike to subfeature-relationships. In order to construct the tree of requirements, a generic root is defined that, in practice, is the project itself, which has then all requirements underneath either directly, or through multiple and transitive part-of relationships. Other dependencies among requirements correspond to the cross-branch constraints of a feature model.

In practice, all requirements do not state their dependencies. The situation is similar as in a feature model in which especially all cross-branch dependencies are rarely stated to the extent that automated analysis and configuring is always reliable. However, as requirements often have descriptive text, we have also experimented with extracting missing dependencies automatically using natural language processing (NLP). The extracted dependencies are marked with a proposed status to allow humans to accept or reject them. Nevertheless, rather than being a formal presentation, a requirements model always remains somewhat incomplete in which analyses remain approximations.

3 APPLYING A CONFIGURATOR FOR REQUIREMENTS AND RELEASE PLANNING

The resulting requirements model utilizing feature model representation technologies enables applying configurator technologies
for requirements. A specific application scenario is a release planner [19], in which requirements are assigned to a set of releases. A release, similarly as a requirement, can have certain properties such as length bound by start and end dates, and an amount of available resources. The requirements are then assigned to ordered releases so that attributes of the releases are taken into account, in addition to the properties and dependencies of requirements.

First, the overall correctness and characteristics of the requirements per se can be assessed. Although requirement can express dependencies, it is not guaranteed that all dependencies are correct. For example, an analysis of dependencies is carried out to find circular hierarchies or mutually conflicting dependencies. The model is analyzed for meaningfulness, such as whether there exists a configuration and whether the cumulative effort exceeds the available effort. In addition, other analyses especially originating from the feature model analysis (cf. [4]) can be carried out. For example, dead requirements, which cannot be selected because of dependencies, can be identified. In practice, dead requirements are an indicator of incorrect dependencies between requirements. Dead requirements can also be a result of selecting one of mutually exclusive requirements, such as for different implementation technologies, and other requirements that are not selected become over time obsolete dead requirements, and can be removed or archived.

Second, the resulting requirements model can be used for analysis of and experimenting with different kinds of development scenarios and options. Basically, each configuration selection for requirements can result in consequences that need to be taken into account in development and product management. The selected requirement can require other requirements meaning that the required requirements need to be developed before or at the same time. Alternatively, there can be other dependencies, such as another requirement should not be developed at the same time or in the same release, because they represent functionality that has been decided to be introduced incrementally over time. It is also possible to assess the properties of requirements, such as the cumulative effort of the selected requirements in a consistent configuration. That is, requirements can form an interdependent group, which represents requirements for a set of features or modules of the system, and by combining the dependent requirements enables treating and analyzing them together. Thus, the analyses can be carried out for any individual requirement, a set of requirements to see the consequences.

Specifically, any planned release should represent a complete configuration in which the needed requirements are assigned to the specific or any earlier release. Consequently, release management becomes a configuration problem to find a sequence of consistent and complete configurations. A release can be analyzed for validity, such as no required requirements are left out to later releases, or the release does not contain requirements that are developed in the same release but should be developed in a different release. As the release is a property of a requirement, the total effort of a release can be analyzed as a cumulative effort of the individual requirements. We support limiting the maximum effort capacity of a release so that the cumulative effort of requirements assigned to the release must not exceed the capacity. Different options for development by assigning requirements differently to different releases can then be experimented with. Other similar analyses can be carried out, such as the priorities of requirements can be analyzed in order that high priority requirements are included as early as possible, but if a low priority requirement is required by a high priority requirement, the low priority requirement should also be in an early release.

Finally, it is possible to propose repairs for inconsistent configurations. For example, if the available effort of a release is exceeded, low priority requirements can be suggested to be moved to later releases. In particular, model based diagnosis techniques [12] known from knowledge based configuration research can be applied for this purpose.

4 ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

We have implemented a proof of concept service-based system$^1$ using Java Spring for the above described concepts. The system consists of independent services that in practice operate in a choreographic manner combining the pipe-and-filter and layered architectural styles. The services following REST principles and collaborate through JSON message-based interfaces. An example of requirements data is shown in Figure 2 in Appendix.

The Mulperi service operates as a pipe-and-filter service that generates a requirements model (a feature model) from individual requirements utilizing the existing dependencies defined in them. Mulperi also operates as the controller for SpringCaaS when analysis tasks are performed.

The back-end logic realizing a feature model configurator is implemented in Spring Configurator as a Service (SpringCaaS). SpringCaaS is based on extending an existing feature model based configurator [16]. SpringCaaS is a stand-alone service without any graphical user interface that facilitates feature model based configuring and a set of feature model analyses. In the basic scenario, SpringCaaS takes the requirements model expressed as a feature model as an input message and maps it to a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). Then after, different queries can be carried

$^1$The services will be available as open source on OpenReq project webpage openreq.eu.
out including configuring selections that preserve consistency and deduce consequences.

The proof-of-concept design of the OpenReg release planner user interface is implemented as reactive web pages. The basic functionality is similar to an issue tracker or RMS to store requirements, their properties and dependencies. Figure 1 shows an example view of requirements and dependencies, which have been checked for consistency and an inconsistency is notified for a user. The individual requirements are transferred from OpenReq release planner to the above backend services using aforementioned JSON.

Additional services implement supporting requirements model management subtasks. The Milla service facilitates integration with different issue trackers or RMSs, and provides requirements in a uniform format to Mulperi. As an evaluation of the integration we have used Jira, in which Qt (www.qt.io) open source project stores its tens of thousands requirements and bug reports (bugreports.qt.io). For this integration, Milla fetches the requirements individually as a batch process using the Mallikas service as a persistent database cache before sending requirements to Mulperi. Integration to any other RMS can be done similarly either in Milla or by other similar service; the design is not specific for Jira per se. We have also experimented with ReqIF (www.omg.org/spec/ReqIF) as a general data interchange format used in many RMSs, such as Doors. Finally, the Nikke service is another standalone, experimental service that extracts missing dependencies from requirements data using different NLP algorithms.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have described in this paper a tool demonstration that utilizes a feature model based configurator for requirements data. The tool consists of services that automatically generate the needed requirements model from requirements data in an issue issue tracker or requirements management system. The resulting requirements model can be used for a configurator as a service to help in handling the dependencies over the entire body of requirements, such as consistency of dependencies and consequences of selecting a set of requirements. Specifically, we focused on elaborating the scenario of release planning and management in which configuration technologies can help with the validity of requirements assignment to different releases.

We have now different basic services in place to demonstrate the technical feasibility. The experiments with performance indicate that the system is scalable for managing at least thousands requirements even on an office computer. The future work focuses especially on experimenting with and adapting to practically relevant scenarios and contexts.
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6 APPENDIX

Figure 2: A simple example of requirements data as JSON that describes the requirements, the assignments of requirements to a release and a dependency (top). The requirements model is be checked for consistency and diagnosis for inconsistency caused by B exceeding the effort capacity of a release is proposed (bottom).